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The first role-playing game in the author's world of Star Wars, where the player creates his character. Each of them has its own history and abilities. It does not limit the plot feature STAR WARS - Knights of the Old Republic. He reveals to us the history of the Galactic Empire, in which more than a hundred Jedi Knights fell four thousand years

before the emergence of the Galactic Empire. The merciless Sith destroyed the Jedi due to the possibility of rebellion. The protagonist is hoping to save the Order of the Knights. Throughout the game, the character will make a choice between the Dark and the Light side, burdening himself with aggressive or rescue actions. The fate of an
entire galaxy is in our hands. The first role-playing game in the author's world of Star Wars, where the player creates his character. Each of them has its own history and abilities. It does not limit the plot feature STAR WARS - Knights of the Old Republic. Choose Your Path. It is four thousand years before the Galactic Empire and hundreds of
Jedi Knights have fallen in battle against the ruthless Sith. You are the last hope of the Jedi Order. Can you master the awesome power of the Force on your quest to save the Republic Or will you fall to the lure of the dark side Hero or villain, saviour or conqueror you alone will determine the destiny of the entire galaxy! Five years after the
events from the award winning Star Wars Knights of the Old Republic, the Sith Lords have hunted the Jedi to the edge of extinction and are on the verge of crushing the Old Republic. With the Jedi Order in ruin, the Republics only hope is a lone Jedi struggling to reconnect with the Force. As this Jedi, you will be faced with the galaxys most

dire decision: Follow the light side or succumb to the dark.
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Alliance offensive, Republic retaliation, both worlds crippled by war. The Republic finds itself facing extinction. In the face of this crisis, the Republic has fallen victim to one of its oldest enemies; the Sith. The Republic has desperately called for reinforcements from beyond the galaxy, but theyre too
late. The Republic is about to meet its ultimate fate. The Republic must ask itself: Is the price worth paying to save the galaxy? You are Revan, one of the last remaining Jedi Knights, who has pledged your allegiance to the dark side. Your Master, Darth Malak, has bestowed upon you the powers of a
Sith Lord. Its time you were truly tested. Your time to exact revenge on the Republic. Imperius is in ruins, and the Republic occupies the ashes. All that remain of the Republics power, are three legendary Jedi who have pledged their allegiance to the Emperor. You are faced with a tough decision: do

you follow the dark path or the light of the Jedi. Crushing all resistance, Malaks war of conquest has left the Jedi Order scattered and vulnerable as countless Knights fall in battle, and many more swear allegiance to the new Sith Master. In the skies above the Outer Rim world of Taris, a Jedi battle
fleet engages the forces of Darth Malak in a desperate effort to halt the Siths galactic domination. Imperius is in ruins, and the Republic occupies the ashes. All that remain of the Republic's power, are three legendary Jedi who have pledged their allegiance to the Emperor. You are faced with a tough

decision: do you follow the dark path or the light of the Jedi. 5ec8ef588b
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